DOH Affordable Housing Dashboard User guide

**Unites the county has funded**

**County’s progress towards RHNA**

**Funding distribution**
Housing Units

- Includes all of the units DOH has funded since 2014
- Shows their affordability and target population
- Shows their current status
- See the current funded pipeline
Housing Units

- Filter to get relevant information
- Select multiple filters at once for extra specificity
- Drill down to the individual development level
Housing Investments

- Includes all of the loans DOH has made since 2014
- Shows the location, size, and type of project
- Shows matching investment from other sources
- Shows the relationship between funding levels and new units
Housing Investments

- Use the same slicing function to look for specific activities or arias

- See the breakdown of county funding by line item at the individual project level

- See change over time and compare communities
RHNA Allocation and Progress

- Based on the 2015-23 RHNA allocations and jurisdictions

- Permitted unit totals are currently based on the CY 2017 Annual Progress Report

- Will be updated to include CY 2018 when HCD releases the new numbers
RHNA Allocation and Progress

• Easily view RHNA allocation by jurisdiction and affordability level

• Compare production across jurisdictions

• See DOH’s impact compared to RHNA allocations
Tooltips

- Roll over items with your mouse for additional context
- Tooltips are also filtered by any selections

Contextual filtering

- Clicking chart elements also filters
Additional Data tools

- **Drill Up** ascends to a higher level of aggregation including **all data** not filtered from outside the chart.
- **Drill Down** descends to the next level of detail **within** the element you click on.
- Go to next level **descends** to the next level of detail but still includes **the current selection**.
- **Expand all down** descends but includes **all data** not filtered from outside the chart.
Feedback, Comments, and Questions

• Dylan Sweeney  
  Dsweeney@smchousing.org

• Lucy Tang  
  Ltang@smchousing.org